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a quick tramp of horsehoofs and a farmer dashes past on his way
home from the fair. Twenty voices shout to him to stop. He pulls
up with difficulty and joins the throng. Meanwhile the swarm and
bustle and hum goes on, some singing, some shouting, some quarrel-
ling and wrangling, the World and the Flesh reeling about arm in
arm and Apollyon straddling the whole breadth of the way. To-
night I think many are sore, angry and desperate about their mis-
fortunes and prospects. Nothing has sold today but fat cattle. No
one would look at poor ones, because no one has keep for them
during the winter. Every one wants to sell poor cattle to pay their
rent and to get so many mouths off their hay. No one wants to buy
them. Where are the rents to come from?
Tuesday, n October
Visited Edward Evans in the dark hole in the hovel roof which
does duty foi a bedroom, and a gaunt black and white ghostly cat
was stalling about looking as if she were only waiting for the sick
man to die, that she might begin upon him.
Thursday, 13 October
On leaving the School I went in to the Vicarage. I met Webb
at the stable yard gate and he took me in and showed me how he
was getting on. In the evening and night he and his men had opened
the cesspool close to the drawing room wall, emptied it, and shot the
contents into a deep pit in the garden.  Late yesterday evening
Richard Williams sent his little boy Johnny into the Vicarage garden
to pick up the pears which were falling in the high wind. Some pears
kd fallen into the pit half full of night soil and lime which was all
in a soft slabby state. The boy, not knowing what Webb and his
men were doing or what was in the pit, jumped into it to pick up
the pears which he saw lying on the lime. Immediately he began to
sink and unable to extricate himself was getting deeper and deeper
by his struggles. He was too much frightened or too stupid to cry
out and in a few minutes he would have been smothered in the
horrible mess, if rain had not come on heavily and driven Webb
into the garden to fetch his mackintosh when he found the boy
lying on his side half immerged, floundering and struggling deeper
and deeper in the slush just like a fly in a basin of treacle. He was
struggling silently and holding fast to three pears.  With great
trouble Webb standing on the brink leaned over to him, got hold of

